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While most Philips (ID46) equipped vehicles receives 2 illuminated LED lights on the Snoop, there have been
some vehicle applications in which only one LED will illuminate on the Snoop. These exceptions have led to this
FREE update that will provide you with the cloning solution for these vehicles.

Follow the instructions below for updating the Plus Box and cloning unit. Once complete, you will have the capability
to clone keys for vehicles that illuminate either one or both LED’s on the Snoop.

1. Updating the Internal Software of the Plus Box
1. Connect the Plus Box to the PC by attaching the Serial Adapter included with the Plus Box (Fig. 1.1) to

the serial port located on the back of the Plus Box.

Fig. 1-1

2. Using the RS232 cable or USB cable (both are included with the cloning unit) connect the Serial Adapter
to the PC. The Plus Box dos not need to be connected to the cloning unit at this time.

3. Turn “ON” the Plus Box.
4. Go to the “Start” menu on the PC.
5. Select “All Programs.”
6. Select “Silca Software.”
7. Select “WinTransfer.”
8. Select “WinTransfer” again.
9. Select P-Box RW4/Fastcopy/EZClone” from the “Select Machine” screen (Fig. 1-2) and press “Select.”

Fig.1-2



Follow the five-step procedure on the “Update Internal Software for P-Box” (Fig. 1-3). Once this is complete, the Plus
Box internal software will be updated. Testing indicates that when using the RS232 cable, the internal software will
update in approximately 3-5 minutes. If using the USB serial cable the process may take up to 35 minutes.

Fig. 1-3

2. Updating the Internal Software of the Cloning Unit (RW4 or Ilco EZ®-Clone)
Connect the cloning unit (RW4 or Ilco EZ®-Clone) to the PC using the RS232 cable or the USB cable
(Fig. 2-1). Turn the power of the cloning unit “On.”

Fig. 2-1

Follow the 5 step procedure on the “Update Internal Software for Ilco EZ Clone/RW4” (Fig. 2-2) and once
done, the update of the Cloning unit Internal software will be complete. Testing indicates that when using
either RS232 or USB, the process should take just minutes to update the internal software of the cloning unit.

Fig. 2-2
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Once complete, you may connect the Plus Box to the cloning unit and begin to clone all Philips (ID46)
encrypted transponder applications.

3. Cloning Instructions for Ilco EZ®-Clone with Plus Box
1. “Insert Original Key, Press “Read.”
2. Remove Key, Insert Snoop, Press “Write” to continue.
3. “Snoop Reset?” Press “Write” to continue.
4. “Remove Snoop.”
5. “Waiting Snoop Data” Press “Read” to go back or “Write” to continue. This is where you go to the
vehicle with the original key and the Snoop. Do not press “Write” to continue the process until after you
return from the vehicle and the Snoop has capturing the communication. Only one illuminated LED on the
Snoop is required for these vehicles.

6. “Insert Snoop,” press “Write” to continue.
7. “Incomplete Snoop,” press “Write” to continue.
8. “Repeat Sniff,” press “Read” or “Continue Copy,” press “Write.” Press “Write” as you only needed the one
LED to illuminate on these vehicles.

9. “Remove Snoop”
10. “Insert Original Key,” press “Read.”
11. “Key Data Processing” Wait --/99. At this point, the unit is breaking the encryption to prepare for cloning
the new key.

12. “Remove Key”
13. “Insert EHP Key” press “Wr” to write to new EH3P electronic head.
14. “Operation Completed.”

4. Cloning Instructions for RW4 with Plus Box
1. Choose “Copy” from main menu and press “Enter.”
2. “Insert Original Key” and press “RD.”
3. Remove key
4. “Insert Snoop” and press “Enter.”
5. “Snoop Reset?” press “ESC” for no or “Enter” for yes. Press “Enter.”
6. Remove Snoop
7. “Waiting Snoop Data” Press “ESC” to quit or “Enter” to continue. This is where you go to the vehicle with
the original key and the Snoop. Do not press “Write” to continue the process until after you return from
the vehicle and the Snoop has capturing the communication. Only one illuminated LED on the Snoop
is needed for these vehicles.

8. “Insert Snoop” press “Enter”
9. “Snoop Incomplete Data” press “Enter”
10. Repeat Sniff, press “ESC” or “Continue Copy” press “Enter.” Press “Enter” as you only needed the one

LED to illuminate on these vehicles.
11. “Remove Snoop”
12. “Insert Original Key,” press “Rd.”
13. “Key Data Processing” Wait --/99. This is where the unit is breaking the encryption to prepare for mak-

ing a new key.
14. “Remove Key”
15. “Insert EHP Key” press “Wr” to write to new EH3P electronic head.
16. “Operation Completed.”
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